
English 

 

Children can write short stories using Pobble 365 

pictures as a stimulus 

www.pobble365.com 

 

Children can write a daily diary, they need to use 

capital letters and full stops to demark each 

sentence. 

 

Continue to read daily with your children (sounding 

and blending letter sounds as well as practising 

proper letter names) and fill in their diaries so we 

can continue awarding rainbow reader badges when 

they come back. Read everything with them; 

magazines, maps, recipe books, road signs, cards… 

everything!  

We are currently learning about 

standard and non

items to see which is heavier and lighter.  Try weighing 

 

https://www.youtubekids.com/?hl=en

children 

subscribe to various things such as counting in 2s/5s/10s song, 

big numbers song (kids tv), 

Topic 

 

Our topic is our local area including our school. Talk 

to your child about the local area and how you have 

seen it change over time. What used to be in the 

village, what is here now, how does it compare to 

other villages. Did you go to Hayes Meadow school, 

what was it like then, has it changed? 

 

 

 

 

 

We are working

each sentence. We have also been concentrating on using 

finger spaces between each word as we forget these when 

We have been looking at the meaning of a 

noun

these. Maybe you could colour code a sentence that you write:

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/

Information for parents self-isolating so that they may continue to support

Year One     Home Learning  

Maths 

 

We are currently learning about measuring weight using 

standard and non-standard units.  Try comparing house hold 

items to see which is heavier and lighter.  Try weighing 

ingredients for cooking. 

Practise number bonds to 10, 20 and 100. 

2 + 8 = 10,  12 + 8 = 20,  20 + 80 = 100 

 

Practise 2, 5 and 10 times tables. 

https://www.youtubekids.com/?hl=en-GB – you tube for 

children – parents can set children up on an account and 

subscribe to various things such as counting in 2s/5s/10s song, 

big numbers song (kids tv),  

We have been learning about British 

You could complete some of the 

https://www.britishscienceweek.org/

app/uploads/2020/02/BSA_BSW_Primary

We have also been learning about animals 

and the groups which they belong to such 

as mammals, 

we are learning about animal body parts. 

Try creating your own Bizarre Beast using 

different animal body part. Eg. 4 legs, 3 

SPAG 

 

We are working on using capital letters and full stops to write 

each sentence. We have also been concentrating on using 

finger spaces between each word as we forget these when 

inspired to write. 

 

We have been looking at the meaning of a verb, adjective and 

noun. Have a go at writing down some examples of each of 

these. Maybe you could colour code a sentence that you write: 

The The The The whitewhitewhitewhite    catcatcatcat    is is is is sittingsittingsittingsitting    on the on the on the on the benchbenchbenchbench....    
 

Twinkl free access – PARENTSTWINKLEHELPS 

 

You can also practise Year One spellings - 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/ 

attachment_data/file/239784/English_Appendix_1_-_Spelling.pdf 

All children can 

Remember that we use a cursive script so 

that means that all letters except capital 

The man  picked an apple 

isolating so that they may continue to support their child’s learning at home.

Science 

 

We have been learning about British 

science week. 

You could complete some of the 

experiments at home.  

https://www.britishscienceweek.org/ 

app/uploads/2020/02/BSA_BSW_Primary 

_1019v20-2-1.pdf 

 

We have also been learning about animals 

and the groups which they belong to such 

as mammals, reptiles fish etc. This week 

we are learning about animal body parts.  

Try creating your own Bizarre Beast using 

different animal body part. Eg. 4 legs, 3 

wings, a beak and a trunk.  

Handwriting 

 

All children can practise they handwriting. 

 

Remember that we use a cursive script so 

that means that all letters except capital 

letters start on the line. 

 

The man  picked an apple 
from the tree. 

their child’s learning at home. 


